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PRAISE FOR Abortion Pills Go Global

“Abortion Pills Go Global couldn’t be more timely. An important contribution to the geographies of abortion and abortion technology that speaks to how activist practice responds to—and shapes—the legal and regulatory landscapes for reproductive care. If you want to know more about how abortion technology is mobilized within and across national boundaries and how abortion services could better reach those who need them, read this book!”

Maria Fannin, Professor of Human Geography, University of Bristol

“Abortion Pills Go Global is excellent, incisive, exacting, and critical. Sydney Calkin’s work is always of outstanding quality, and this is no different. The book offers exciting case studies that are intellectually rich and empirically grounded, offering academics and activists regional insights as well as conceptual engagements.”

Kath Browne, Professor of Human Geography, University College Dublin

“I cannot think of a more timely and important book in the world right now. Calkin’s Abortion Pills Go Global effectively situates medical abortion in wider reproductive justice and social decriminalization debates to tell us how abortion happens now and how it is changing the shape of the world we live in. It is not just a must-read for anyone interested in abortion, it is a must-read for anyone interested in geopolitics.”

Sophie Harman, Professor of International Politics, Queen Mary University of London

“As well written as it is well researched, Calkin’s book is an incredibly thorough and nuanced study of the activist-driven provision of medical abortion pills in Europe and the United States. A must-read for anyone who is interested in knowing, fully and completely, what is happening on the ground.”

Mara Clarke, cofounder of Supporting Abortions For Everyone (S.A.F.E.)
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